
on pirate expedition 
Mr Bambíno 
For this summer holiday, Bambíno has prepared an amusing 
programme Mr Bambíno on pirate expedition where we will 
experience a whole lot of adventure not only at pirate boat but 
also “under the sea level”. We will gladly welcome all children 
(and their silings as well as parents), whose kindergarten is 
close in the summer. 

Bambíno sets sail
July 8 – July 12, 2024

Spread sails, pull up stakes, board on, we are setting sail! This year’s 
adventurous expedition starts in high style. First, we need to prepare the right 
vehicle for the right pirate expedition; and not to get lost, we will learn how to 
use pirate maps correctly.

Uncertain weather of sea depths
August 5 – August 9, 2024

Is it as hot in the sea as in the land? Can we sunbathe there? Mr Bambíno will 
teach us what is tornado, tsunami, heavy sea, but also sandstorm. Don’t worry, 
we will not try anything of that here! We will rather take a look at calm and 
stormy sea so that we can try that at evening bath.

Bambíno sails on
July 15 – July 19, 2024

Everything is ready to set sail, so hurray to the journey. In the first sail, we will 
meet various sea and terrestrial creatures, we will not miss meeting pirates. 
Are they big and hairy? Or small with wooden legs? Do they have an eye 
patch? Mr Bambíno will help us to find it out.

Bambíno Atlantic Games
August 12 – August 16, 2024

Like in our world, also the sea people like sports. Don’t you believe? Then join 
us for a week of sea Olympic games! Football, sprints, shot put, high jump… 
or rather water polo, water level run, trident throw, or jumping with dolphins? 
Who will not get sweat this week, he will hardy win the seaweed wreath!

Our Bambíno Atlantis
July 22 – July 26, 2024

This week, the whole kindergarten will change to the mythic Atlantis. 
Mr Bambíno will help us to examine the seabed thoroughly, to look for lost 
cities and treasures, maybe we will really find something extraordinary… maybe 
a sea monster?

Undersea celebration (for bambino client only 
due to staff training)
August 19 – August 23, 2024

It would not be a right end of the summer without a big celebration! Plankton 
decorations, fish scale masks, fish cocktails… Don’t say you are not joining! 
Mr Bambíno is planning his undersea celebration and you definitely cannot 
miss it!

Mr Bambíno and undersea creatures
July 29 – August 2, 2024

We already know undersea people but what else is hiding under the water? 
How many tentacles does an octopus have and how does a crayfish walk? 
Be welcomed for a tea from a giant squid. Will she make a crab spread or cook 
snails for us? Bon apetit!

Famous treasure from pirate shipwreck
August 26 – August 30, 2024

We will not loaf in the last holiday week. We still have not found the famous 
treasure. What it only could be? Will there be gold, jewellery, diamonds… or 
a map to another treasure? Let’s get surprised. But first, we need to find it.


